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"Why can't you get what you really want from IT? All you desire is a ready-and-willing partner to
help you exploit IT to drive your business. Instead, you get endless rules and regulations, not to
mention processes, projects, and technologies that deliver too little, too late, for too much. It's
frustrating!How to build a relationship that puts you firmly in control and produces the business
results you need? In The 8 Things We Hate About IT, Susan Cramm provides the answers.Start
by understanding differences between operational and IT managers - in backgrounds,
personality, pressures, and incentives. Cramm explains how differences prevent operational
managers and IT from communicating what, why, and how they do what they do.Citing case
studies and stories, the author then presents practical strategies for overcoming the difficulty.
These include seeing things from your IT partners' perspective, developing a single version of
'truth,' and assuming accountability for IT just as you've done for management of your firm's
financial and human resources.Brutally honest, provocative, and filled with sound advice, this
book reveals that the key to solving the IT problem is decidedly un-IT: it's a deeper
understanding of human behavior, including how to apply your leadership skills to the world of
IT."

About the AuthorSusan Cramm is Founder and President of Valuedance and a recognized
industry expert on information technology leadership. She has consulted to executives from a
number of Fortune 500 companies, including Toyota, Novartis, Whole Foods Markets, and Sony.
She is an award-winning writer and author of the Harvard Business Review blog “Have IT Your
Way.” --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission.
All rights reserved.What To Expect In This BookThis book is organized by the “eight hates”
outline above, with a chapter dedicated to each to examine and reconcile the frustrations. We
will change the “ors” into “ands” by answering the following questions:• Chapter 1: How can
serve in a controlled manner?• Chapter 2: How can we deliver results while enhancing the
relationship?• Chapter 3: How can we identify tactics that are grounded in strategy?• Chapter 4:
How can we make sure our expenses are investments?• Chapter 5: How can deliver quickly,
with quality?• Chapter 6: How can we have customized standardization?• Chapter 7: How can
we innovate in spite of the bureaucracy?• Chapter 8: How can transform from good to great IT?
In reading this book, business leaders may feel like I am letting IT off easy and making the whole
IT-business relationship thing their problem to solve. I am. The only person you can change is
you and, in the process of changing yourself, IT will be forced to change. Great relationships
aren’t 50-50, they are 100-100 with each party doing whatever they can to meet the needs of the
other. But rest assured, while I am nagging you, the business leader, I am also implicitly holding
IT accountable for being a good partner. In the last chapter, I make the implicit, explicit by



summarizing what you should expect from IT, and if you aren’t getting it, outlining how to serve
yourself if IT is incapable of doing so.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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CopyrightCopyright 2010 Susan CrammAll rights reservedNo part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form, or by any
means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise), without the prior
permission of the publisher. Requests for permission should be directed to
permissions@hbsp.harvard.edu, or mailed to Permissions, Harvard Business School Publishing,
60 Harvard Way, Boston, Massachusetts 02163.First eBook Edition: March 2010Three rules of
work: Out of clutter find simplicity;from discord find harmony; in the middle ofdifficulty lies
opportunity.—Albert EinsteinCONTENTSCopyrightIntroduction1. You Need Service, and IT
Needs Control2. You Need Results, and IT Needs Respect3. You Need to Focus on Tactics, and
IT Needs Strategic Alignment4. You Need IT Funding, and IT Needs Returns5. You Need On–
time Delivery, and IT Needs Quality6. You Need Customization, and IT Needs Standardization7.
You Need Innovation, and IT Functions in Bureaucracy8. You Need Good IT, and IT Can Become
GreatAPPENDIX A: A Primer on Fast-Cycle DevelopmentAPPENDIX B: Emerging
TechnologiesAPPENDIX C: Key Responsibilities of the New Business–IT
PartnershipNotesAbout the AuthorIntroductionGetting what you want out of information
technology is difficult—very difficult. By the time it’s delivered, it disappoints. It’s always too little,
too late, for too much. When we finally get new technology, we don’t use it. My HDTV has
network connections that will remain forever disconnected. On average, Microsoft Word users
master only about 5 percent of the available features, and the typical company exploits only a
small fraction of the functionality available in its enterprise resource planning (ERP) software.
Once we have it, we want to replace it. I’ve hated my laptop since the day I bought it. My
husband’s new iPhone is like a siren calling me, even though my BlackBerry arrived only a few
months ago. Old is OK for wine and furniture, but new technology, by definition, must be better—
at least until we get it. Let’s face it: we are commitment-phobic when it comes to IT.For personal
uses, troubled technology isn’t a problem, it’s an annoyance—something to complain about but
not fix (did I mention that the DVD drive on my laptop has been broken for two months, even
though it is still under warranty?). If we can’t Ctrl-Alt-Delete the problem away, we can always go
shopping. Smart phone freezing? Buy another one. Laptop slowing down? Buy an Apple. Hard
disk crash? Subscribe to an online backup service. Sure, it’s expensive, but we want the new
stuff anyway. After all, it’s bright and shiny and includes lots of whiz-bang features—some that
we may actually use.Businesses can’t buy their way out of troubled technology. We are already
spending too much of our precious capital on technology, losing billions on failed and troubled
projects, and jeopardizing our top-line revenue because of systems degradation, downtime, and
inadvertent leaks of our customers’ private information. Our business processes are embedded
in brittle and complex technology, and the future of our companies depends on transforming this
mess into “digitized” capabilities that will allow us to rapidly innovate and propagate new
products, services, and business models. A response to my blog perfectly articulated the



challenge facing us: “Here’s a scary thought—what if this is as good as it gets? My sense is that
… complexity is going to keep growing faster than our ability to manage it.”1No doubt the current
model is ripe for an overhaul. It’s hard to remember the time when criticizing IT was controversial.
The classic Harvard Business Review article “IT Doesn’t Matter” resonated because it
underscored the pervasive belief that IT mediocrity is the norm.2 How bad is a profession’s
reputation when a major outsourcer can get away with insulting its target market with the slogan
“We Do IT Right”? One of my readers shared his frustrations with IT and what he believes the
role of the IT organization should be: “My biggest frustration with IT is … they stifle creative
entrepreneurialism that is critical to advancing the state of the business … IT should not just
carry out specific needs, it should creatively partner to explore what SHOULD be done.”3If you
take a poll, you’ll find that almost every IT professional across the globe agrees. The problem is
that the IT organization is so busy managing the trees, it can’t think about the forest. IT leaders
spend the vast majority of their time grappling with lights-on activities and the remainder fielding
enhancement and project requests that overwhelm available resources.Eventually, we will learn
how to manage technology rather than let technology manage us. In ten or twenty years, we will
be well on our way to having Lego-like technology, available on a pay-per-use basis, that
connects anyone and anything, anytime, anywhere. These Lego blocks will be in the hands of IT-
smart, business-leader digital natives (versus digital nomads), allowing them to fulfill their day-to-
day IT needs on their own. When this all comes together, the IT organization will finally be
positioned to enable rather than inhibit change.Until this glorious day arrives, you have a job to
do. And that’s what this book is about—helping you get what you want out of technology by
moving beyond frustrations and forming a new partnership with IT.Blame the System, Not the
PeopleWhen it comes to IT, business leaders feel like strangers in a strange land. Getting
projects approved and funded means attending a dizzying array of meetings and seemingly
endless working and reworking of business cases. Starting projects requires a breadth of
specialists that rivals the holiday party list at the Mayo Clinic. Defining functionality and detailed
design heralds a litany of requirements and architectural documents that require multiple levels
of business and IT approvals. Developing the solutions entails not only programming but also
endless change requests, tests, documentation, and training classes.At turnover, project teams
disband and your new technology is thrust into the cold arms of operations, where
communications are routed through a call center and documented in incident reports that must
be escalated before resolution. You know that, deep in the bowels of a server somewhere, your
system is running, a sequence of zeroes and 1’s zipping through integrated circuits,
miraculously delivering critical information to your sales force when they need it, wherever they
are. But the accomplishment feels hollow in light of the painful process, the mountain of
paperwork, and the fact that the project blew by the estimated budget and timeline by a
significant factor.It’s overwhelming and more than a little scary. Technology is a key to your
success, but you don’t have a clue about how to manage it. It’s tempting, but not productive, to
blame the IT organization. IT delivers complex services to relatively unsophisticated and



demanding customers who expect IT to serve their individual interests without regard to the
benefit and risks to the enterprise. Much of what frustrates business leaders about the IT
organization is their inability to exert more control over the IT assets that fuel the business and
navigate the bureaucracy that has been put in place to ensure that the whole of IT is greater than
the sum of its parts.When frustrated, we all tend to blame others. It’s difficult to see the larger
context and easier to cast negative attributions and form mental models that explain our
perceptions and justify our feelings. Check out table which lists the negative mental models that
keep business and IT leaders from developing productive, positive, mutually satisfying
relationships.4None of the mental models is right, but neither are they wrong. The key to
reconciling them is to shift your perspective, look through the eyes of your partners in IT, and
understand the context in which they operate. Doing so will allow you to develop a single version
of the truth and will give you the insight necessary to change the relationship for the better. No
rational person hates the people in IT (or the business), but everybody—IT and business
leaders alike—hates the current IT system. Even IT’s powers that be are frustrated. Case in
point, a Fortune Global 200 CIO described IT to me as a “sucking vortex.”TABLE I-1The 8
hatesLine leaders hate when IT …IT leaders hate when the business …Service or controlIs
overly bureaucratic and control orientedMakes half-baked requests and is clueless about
impactResults or respectConsists of condescending techies who don’t listenTreats IT
professionals like untrustworthy servant-geniesTactics or strategyIs reactive rather than
proactiveDevelops plans without including ITExpense or investmentProposes “deluxe” when
“good enough” will doFocuses on costs and not valueQuickness or qualityDoesn’t deliver on
timeChanges its mind all the timeCustomization or standardizationDoesn’t understand the true
needs of the businessWants it all—right now— regardless of ROIInnovation or
bureaucracyDoesn’t support innovationIsn’t IT-smart and doesn’t use or understand IT
systemsGreatness or goodnessInhibits business changeIs never satisfied with ITThere is no
way out. Business leaders need to become smarter about how to lead with technology and how
to work with IT. Fortunately, the gain is worth the pain. Companies that are smart about
managing IT outperform those that aren’t. Under-performing companies make bad investments,
ignore the inherent risks of developing and deploying technology, and spend too much time and
money operating fragmented systems using informal, undocumented processes. For these
underperformers, there is no correlation between IT spending and financial outcomes. To
paraphrase Peter Weill and Jeanne Ross in their book IT Savvy, if you don’t figure out how to
make IT a strategic asset, it will become a strategic liability.5Becoming IT-SmartIT-smart
business leaders are masters at navigating the IT organizational bureaucracy, cutting through
the jargon, managing IT-enabled change, demonstrating tangible business value, leveraging the
technology on the shelves, and fostering innovation within their teams.Unfortunately, in a recent
survey, only 27 percent of business leaders are considered IT-smart (i.e., earned a grade of A or
B from IT and business leaders on how well they leverage technology). The good news is that
companies with IT-smart business leaders report more productive IT-business relationships and



fewer frustrations (see table I-2) than those with IT-dumb business leaders (who earned a grade
of D or F).6TABLE I-2Implications of IT-smart business leadersHow IT-smart are our
organizations?IT-dumbIT-smartTechnology is considered a competitive weapon or is starting to
provide differentiation.26%a56%Technology investments have provided great or acceptable
ROI.31%85%Business leaders are accountable for realizing value or take the lead in justifying IT-
enabled initiatives.16%53%Business leaders drive IT-enabled change.39%72%Business and IT
leaders identify IT needs collaboratively when developing business strategy.10%48%The
business makes half-baked requests and is clueless about enterprise impact.78%35%IT doesn’t
deliver on time.50%35%IT consists of technologists, not business leaders.62%33%The
business always changes its mind about what it want its systems to do.74%40%The business
doesn’t know how to use its systems.79%25%a. Numbers reflect the percentage of respondents
who agree or strongly agree with statements.Knowing more about technology and the
supporting processes will make your dealings with IT more efficient. A good grasp of IT
terminology and key processes (to get new technology funded and delivered and existing
technology up and operational) will help ensure that your people and processes have the
information and tools they need.Even more powerful, creating strong relationships with the
people in IT will make you more effective in getting what you want out of IT (besides making the
time spent huddled together in conference rooms a lot more enjoyable). With a little help from
your friends, you can make the system work for you, and not against you.From Good to GreatIf
you are an overachiever, it’s likely that when you looked at the survey results you noticed that
improving IT smarts gets us from “bad” to “good” but to not to “great.” To position IT as a
competitive advantage, companies need to democratize IT-enabled innovation. Business
leaders and their teams need to spend less time waiting for IT resources and more time
innovating.For its part, IT needs to spend less time trying to figure out how to satisfy a hundred
pounds of demand with twenty-five pounds of supply and more time creating tools that allow
their business counterparts to innovate and satisfy their day-to-day needs on their own. Getting
to great IT, discussed further in chapter 8, is a ten- to twenty-year journey that is impossible
without IT-smart business leaders. This book is focused on helping business leaders become
smarter about IT so that they can help bring this future forward.Why I Wrote This BookI have
been involved with IT throughout most of my thirty-year career, starting as a programmer, then a
CIO and a CFO, and, since 1998, a leadership coach helping executives make sense out of
technology. I did have a moment of weakness and left my CIO role to be a CFO for four years.
The job was easier but, alas, not nearly as interesting, and I found myself back in IT, nagging
leaders to get it right. But I’m feeling restless again, understanding that IT’s impact is limited
unless business leaders learn how to lead with technology.So I shifted the focus of my writing
from IT leaders to business leaders, with the goal of helping business leaders manage the
technology that fuels their business. In early 2008, I started writing a blog, Have IT Your Way, for
Harvard Business Online, and one of the first pieces I wrote was titled “The Eight Things We
Hate About IT.” I had no idea that the outpouring of responses would be so emotional, and I



quickly learned that there were a lot of frustrations but not a lot of insights—by business or IT
leaders—about how to channel the emotion toward a productive end.This book is written for
leaders who make the business rock ‘n’ roll on a daily basis but don’t control enterprise-level
decisions regarding strategy, annual goals and objectives, financial and head count allocations,
and the like. As someone taught me many, many years ago, businesses aren’t run by CXO-level
executives but by the people on the front lines working with customers or supporting the people
who do. These operational leaders are the people who work with IT on a day-in, day-out basis,
and if this book helps improve the quality of their interactions with the IT organization and the
impact from their IT-enabled investments, then I can sleep soundly knowing it has helped
businesses manage IT as an organizational asset and not simply as an organizational
structure.There are plenty of books and articles to help CXO- and board-level executives
improve how they leverage and govern IT. That’s a good thing, given that senior executives
“frequently lack the fundamental knowledge needed to ask intelligent questions about IT in
terms of risks and costs.”7 But even if you have knowledge at the top, it’s not enough. IT
leadership needs to be a core competence throughout the organization so that senior-level
direction is executed effectively and frontline innovation occurs as a natural course of
business.In writing this book, I had the overarching goal to communicate IT leadership principles
in a robust but simple manner—attempting, in the words of Albert Einstein, to “make everything
as simple as possible, but not simpler.”8 Everyone knows that IT is complex, but not enough
people understand that within the complexity are simple, timeless truths that, if respected, will
help leaders manage the complexity. Toward that end, this book is as jargon free as possible,
with plenty of footnotes providing more information and references for those who want to learn
more.How to Use This BookIf you are a business leader and experienced in managing
technology, this book will be helpful in educating your team and improving their relationship with
IT. If you aren’t experienced in managing technology, this book will help you grasp the
fundamental principles and determine what you should demand of yourself and your team and
what you should expect from the IT organization.As you implement these principles, consider
them absolutes. Don’t let your team or your counterparts in IT convince you that your situation is
unique and can’t be approached as recommended. For example, when developing new IT-
enabled capabilities, most agree that implementing increments of change and value every three
to six months is less risky and more successful than implementing all at once, two or three years
out. But faced with reality, people often rationalize that the iterative approach doesn’t apply (for
example, due to the complexity of existing processes, the time it takes to obtain funding, the
rework required to ensure that the increments fit together, etc.). Don’t fall into this trap. The
principle is about delivering value, not just technology, every three to six months, using any
creative combination of people, process, and technology you can think of to build organizational
support and transform the capabilities of your organization.Of course, once you have mastered
these principles and have a track record of success in managing IT, you can apply them with
more creativity and nuance, taking measured risks, and achieve even more powerful results.If



you are an IT leader, this book will be useful in educating your team about IT–business
collaboration and in engaging business partners in creating a more satisfying and productive
relationship. Many IT professionals have spent their entire career in IT, and this book will help
them shift perspectives and look at their world from the point of view of their business partners.
You may bristle at some of these leadership principles, viewing them as too black-and-white.
Instead of dismissing them, use them to stimulate discussion within your team and with
business partners about what is going well, what isn’t, and how the principles can be applied to
further progress.What to Expect in This BookThis book is organized by the “eight hates” outlined
earlier, with a chapter dedicated to each where I examine and reconcile the frustrations. My goal
is to help you change the ors in table I-1 into ands by answering the following questions:Chapter
1: How can we serve the needs of the business in a controlled manner?Chapter 2: How can we
deliver results while enhancing relationships?Chapter 3: How can we identify tactics that are
grounded in strategy?Chapter 4: How can we make sure our expenses are investments?Chapter
5: How can deliver quickly, with quality?Chapter 6: How can we have customized
standardization?Chapter 7: How can we innovate in spite of the bureaucracy?Chapter 8: How
can we transform IT from good to great?In reading this book, business leaders may feel that IT
leaders are being let off the hook, making the whole IT–business relationship the business
leaders’ problem to solve. If you are to serve as a catalyst for positive change, this is the only
productive point of view. The only person you can change is yourself, and, in the process of
changing yourself, your counterparts in IT will be forced to change. Great relationships aren’t
50-50, they’re 100-100, with each party doing whatever it can to meet the needs of the other. But
rest assured, although most of the book is focused on nagging you, the business leader, the end
of each chapter holds your IT counterparts accountable by summarizing what you should expect
from them. In addition, chapter 8 outlines how to serve yourself if you find that, in spite of all your
valiant efforts, IT is incapable of doing so.Who You Can BlameThis book is my baby. If you like it,
please adopt it. If you don’t, I hope that it makes you think and develop your own point of view
about how to better manage technology and work with the IT organization. If you decide to
disregard the book, please don’t disregard all the wonderful work included in the references.
There are a lot of brilliant practitioners, academics, service providers, and research
organizations working hard trying to crack this intractable nut. Don’t throw their bathwater out
with this baby. Finally, I would love to hear your perspectives, so please feel free to e-mail me at
susan@valuedance.com.Who I Want to ThankThanks to Paul Michelman, from Harvard
Business Press, who saw something that I could barely see myself and encouraged me to write
this book. Thanks as well to my editor, Kathleen Carr, who has a light, right hand, and the team
members at Harvard Business School Publishing, who are a pleasure to work with in every way.
Also thanks to my clients, who continue to inspire, educate, and support me, and the companies
who employed me and allowed me to learn on their nickel.Of course, in the grand “Why are we
here?” scheme of things, this book doesn’t really matter. What does matter are the hands you
hold and those you care for. Writing a book, or committing one’s time to any intense endeavor, is



ultimately a selfish act. I now know why authors always thank/apologize to their spouses and
family. I, too, must thank and apologize to my dear husband, Bryan, and fun sidekick, Jessica. In
his gentle, supportive, funny way, Bryan taught me that living in my head isn’t nearly as fun as
living in the world.1You Need Service, and IT Needs ControlYour IT leaders want nothing more
than to make their business counterparts happy.Why wouldn’t they? You are line; they are staff.
You hang out with the external customers and drive the top line; they hang out in buildings down
the street and drive (up) the middle of the P&L. You may not hire them, but you can get them
fired; many an IT leader has had to pack his bags, having failed to understand how to play well
with his business counterparts. On a day-in, day-out basis, you call the shots. You’re the man.IT
leaders not only want to please you because you pay their mortgage, but also they’re excited
about helping solve big, chunky problems. Most IT folks get into the profession because they
love solving puzzles and want a chance to sort out a mess and find a better way.1Unfortunately,
you aren’t the only man. IT has two major stakeholders: you (actually, many, many of you) and
the enterprise. Business leaders spend most of their time on the here and now, figuring out how
to organize their scarce resources to sell and deliver products to picky customers who want
more for less. In contrast, the enterprise needs to balance the near term with the long term.
That’s why even though IT leaders want to say yes, they usually don’t have the authority to do so
(see table 1-1).In IT-smart companies with streetwise ClOs, the responsibility for saying “Yes, but
…” is shifted from IT and placed on the broader shoulders of enterprise IT governance boards,
which make decisions about strategy, funding, projects, architecture, and risk.2 This
arrangement relieves IT of its control responsibilities and frees it to focus first and foremost on
serving business leaders.Unfortunately, a lot of IT-dumb companies have business leaders who
don’t understand why IT insists on setting up seemingly bureaucratic oversight that operates as
a puppet regime of the CIO. Business leaders resent having to jump through hoops so that their
requests can be reviewed by CXOs who aren’t all that comfortable with or interested in making IT-
related decisions, only to end up approving most of them anyway. In organizations with CIO-led
governance, many of the hard calls are not made at the enterprise level, resulting in IT leaders
having to serve two bosses and fight among themselves and with their business partners about
how to best meet the needs of the enterprise and its leaders.TABLE 1-1Service or controlThe
line leader wants service.The enterprise wants control.I have a great idea for a project.Yes, but
it’s not good enough.The systems need to do a lot.Yes, but you can spend only a little.I know
what the systems need to do.Yes, but you need to make sure others agree.I have a vendor that I
would like to work with.Yes, but you need to use approved vendors.There’s a package that does
everything we need.Yes, but you need to comply with standards.I’d like to get started right
now.Yes, but you have to wait for resources.I’d like the project to get done faster.Yes, but you
need to follow processes.The project just needs a little more time (or money).Yes, but your time
is up, and you need to put the project out of its misery.The system’s ready to be rolled out.Yes,
but you need to comply with the security, regulatory compliance, and business continuity
policies.The system has generated great benefits.Yes, but you haven’t increased your P&L



targets.The system needs to be upgraded (or enhanced).Yes, but you aren’t using what you
have.Can We Have Service and Control?For almost thirty years, IT has been striving to provide
better service by improving IT–business alignment, with the goal of ensuring that the right IT
products and services are available to meet business needs with minimal angst for all involved.3
Business alignment is important, but pursuing alignment at the expense of realizing value,
running efficiently, and securing the future has a negative impact on the enterprise as a whole.
Research indicates that companies that have single-mindedly pursued alignment have lower
sales growth and higher IT expenses than do companies having a more balanced approach to
IT.4Unfortunately, only 7 percent of organizations have adopted a balanced approach (one that
results in higher sales growth and lower IT expenses) given the unwillingness to trade off today
for tomorrow. Without a balanced approach that considers long-term enterprise and short-term
business leader interests, the whole of IT is less than the sum of its parts:Realizing value:
Research proves that companies that are more effective in deploying technology drive higher
levels of business performance compared with those that are less effective.5 IT accounts for half
of U.S. capital spending, but only 5 to 10 percent of executives are held accountable for realizing
value from IT-enabled business investments.6 Because demand for new IT-enabled capabilities
is seemingly infinite, limited resources must be allocated to projects that have the highest
expected returns and sponsored by executives who are held accountable for delivering
value.Serving the business: Creativity and innovation are an art, not a science, with only about
50 percent of IT projects delivering on time, on budget, and on spec.7 Delivery improves
substantially when outcomes are clearly articulated, time is limited, funding is allocated in
stages, scope is tightly managed, and skilled resources are assigned.Running efficiently:
Ongoing operational costs account for approximately 71 cents of every dollar spent on IT,
limiting the available resources for innovation.8 By simplifying and standardizing technology,
managing vendors, consolidating operations, and automating processes, companies can drive
down lights-on costs by 50 percent.9 (Lights-on costs are those that are required to keep the
existing technology up and operating and do not include the costs to enhance, acquire, or
develop new technology.) These actions not only reduce costs but also improve quality and
increase the likelihood that your systems and data are available, accessible, accurate, and
agile.10Securing the future: Almost three-quarters of executives believe that IT is a competitive
weapon, but a significant gap exists between the perceived importance of IT and the ability to
leverage IT to support the key business drivers.11 It’s difficult to foresee future operating
imperatives, but the traditional practice of building applications and databases to meet functional
needs—rather than to support enterprise business processes and technology standards—has
resulted in IT that inhibits rather than enables business change.
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Gary Kuyper, “8 Hates or 8 things to work out? Its all about the relationship!. I preordered the
book because I have heard Susan speak, read what she has written for Harvard Business
Review and follow her tweets. I had high hopes for the book based on her previous works as
described; also being that she has been in both a CFO and CIO role. She has the experience of
demanding impact from IT and delivering high value with IT. Having over 25 years of IT
leadership experience, I conclude that she has held to the high expectations by delivering
insightful points of view in this easy to read piece too. Many pages contain insights that are
commonly faced in the daily work of a CIO. The book is worth the read, just so the typical CIO
knows that he/she has company in the effort to bring value to his/her organization. The concepts
and ideas will help build the bridge to high value returns.The premise of the book is to ensure
there are good relationships in building and executing an organizations technology. The book
endorses a joint ownership model to make sure there is good accountability on the part of IT and
the business. It is essential for business staff to know IT and IT staff to know much about the
business. Business leaders that cannot read financials are not as valuable, the same is
analogous for technology. Business staff need to have a basic knowledge of how to leverage,
justify and exploit technology to innovate or create a competitive advantage.The point many
organizations get stuck in is that the back office items are easy to automate and justify as a
priority. At least twice in the book the recommendation is to get the most value out of technology
by implementing technology to improve the customer experience by delivering technology to
improve the front line staff or enabling the customer. I echo this philosophy to ensure maximum
IT value.I am not sure this would be the only book to give to the business staff, but maybe a
heavily highlighted copy or a group read with discussion would maximize the value. The book
promotes a relationship model, what better way to build that relationship then by reading and
discussing this material in a book group format.It is common knowledge that IT is intrinsic is all
aspects of business, especially going forward in a flat world. This makes it essential to get the
value out of every aspect of the business, especially IT. I recommend this book to move an
organization closer to the potential ROI. The ultimate goal for all involved is to deliver maximum
value to the business and its customers. Nice work, awesome insights Susan!”

Mark Harvey, “What I Wish I Had Said.... OK, as an IT guy- I love this book. Even if it is about
hating IT.The truth is that the things Susan Cramm identifies as hated by business people are
things that we in IT aren't so crazy about either.The real value in this book is Susan's plea for the
folks on the "business" side of the house to own their IT; to think of it as THEIR tool for getting
THEIR work done as opposed to a kind of neutral service that should do their bidding. That kind
of attitude change would make a tremendous difference in an organization's ability to leverage
its systems for real competitive advantage.There are practical suggestions here for building the
sort of partnership that we need between business and IT. I think that those suggestions are



both realistic and attainable, even if they are likely to nudge us all out of our comfort zones. In
other words, don't expect just a theoretical discussion of how things oughtta be... there's real
guidance for how to get there.As for readability- I rarely use a highlighter in a book, but a quarter
of the way through this one, I made an exception. It's full of interesting factoids and quotable
quotes and I wanted to be able to find them again when I needed to steal them.Finally, for what
it's worth, I also enjoyed what struck me as a uniquely female sensibility around some of the
thought here. Two quick examples...In relaying an illustration of one IT manager's plight she
describes his much-cultivated business alignment as being "like the alignment of a husband and
wife with separate bedrooms and separate vacations."Later she says that "Dealing with the
typical IT department is like trying to date someone difficult. There's the promise of something
life-changing, but the day-to-day realities are painful...".There are about 50 manager-level
business leaders in our organization. I'm seriously thinking about getting every one of them a
copy of this book, in hopes that they will find themselves captured by the compelling story-telling
before they realize that they've had their thinking changed.”

Pete, “A perspective.... The book itself is well written, with generally good arguments...but I tend
not to agree with a lot of the conclusions. Nonetheless, these kinds of books are important to
broaden perspectives, and the professionalism obvious in the author suggests that the opinions
do reflect her experiences.”

M. Ahmed, “Succinct book that helps executives understand their IT better. Susan's writing style
is quite enjoyable and this book is a good read. The premise of the book is to help non IT leaders
understand how IT departments function and how to get the very best out of them while
understanding IT from the IT department's perspective and vice versa.Some senior executives
may choose not need to read this book as good leaders identify, listen to and work well with all
their functional departments. However, history is riddled with examples of great organisations
that failed due to a wide range of factors, ranging from bad decision making to not listening, to,
for example their IT department. This book aims to get such executives on board while helping
all the other executives to understand the role of IT much better.An excellent book to help IT
personnel as well enabling them to create lasting relationships with business leaders within
organisations.Plenty of references are provided for further reading and the book is succinctly
written.”

Paul, “Five Stars. everything was just as promised”

The book by Susan Cramm has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 37 people have provided feedback.
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